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“M. Jane Doe” Gagged, Bound and Mutated by Joint Operatives!

Here we have the true story about the largest, most shocking, and profitable crime ever committed. Just learning about it has recently
enriched and saved the lives of thousands of people. However, it’s safe to say it has impacted America, the Planet, you and your life more
than anything else conceivable. Dear Reader, you’re about to uncover the real story behind multiple cover stories designed to hide the
foremost cause of Pollution, Deforestation, Famine, Sickness and Suffering on Earth. Reading this meaty, extended issue of
the GG is hoped to fully enlighten! As usual there will be no punches pulled, nor wading in the kiddie pool, but please be patient in the
outset of this essay, as we are dealing with a subject propagandized more heavily than any other, many times over. And while the entire
world’s been brainwashed and conditioned on this, Americans are arguably the most deceived. So, let us approach gingerly with care as to
not disturb nor awaken the mental triggers installed to sway our minds from skinning to the truth. There are many distinct layers to this
particular onion, and like everything else we’ve covered in issues prior, it has roots in biblical times. In this instance we speak of “Qaneh”,
“Canna” or “Kanna” which we can see the definition of in Strongs’ Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible;

7070. qaneh, kaw-heh’; from 7069; a reed (as erect); by resemblance a
rod (espec. for measuring), shaft, tube, stem, the radius (of the arm),
beam (of a steelyard): – balance, bone, branch, calamus, cane, reed,
spearman, stalk.

Anyone unfamiliar with the Bible would be wise to note its’ value to us now, often not so much as religious text, but as a trail of clues,
evidence and understandings into the machinations and minds of biblical, war mongering psychopaths. Of course it’s the satanic jews of
which we speak, the third, unmentioned line of biblical peoples, who say they are Jews and Gentiles but are not, but are of the synagogue
of satan or SS. And this time we are onto one of their most heralded of secrets. The tip top of hush, hush! Indeed this secret has allowed
them to make literally Hundreds of Trillions of Dollars over the course of just the last century. It is at the very heart of their modern control
grid, which as shown in #114, involves Energy, Money & Food. Whoever controls all 3, CONTROLS EARTH. Well, it turns out
that our use of Qaneh was the single most dangerous threat for the SS in meeting their objectives. It’s due to the fact that farming it will
replace virtually all our needs for fossil fuels. . . . What? A plant will replace oil? Yep!
We make about 14 Billion gallons of ethanol per year right now from plant biomass, mostly corn, which Qaneh outperforms 10x! (literally)
And get this; Qaneh seeds are ounce for ounce the most nutritionally complete source of high protein food in the world.
Just a couple handfuls per day will easily sustain the life of the average adult. Qaneh seeds have been a food staple throughout time for
humans and many animals alike, and along with that is the fact it has far more textile and fuel uses than any other plant on earth. The
Question; What if Billions of 3rd world peoples could easily be fed while also replacing fossil fuels worldwide simply by farming
Qaneh? Can one plant do it? Well, it’s been happening for about 400,000 years, humans have relied on Qaneh not only for food, but for its
many other various uses as a textile in clothing, ropes, clay bricks and even papers used for ancient texts, many of which lie beneath the
Vatican at this very moment. It was due to the strength and durability of its bast fibers obtained by a natural, biological process of retting
them away from the woody tissue.
One of the oldest relics of its textile use by humans is a piece of fabric found in Turkey, or what was ancient Mesopotamia where most of the
bible originated. It was dated about 8000 BC, but humans were utilizing Qanehs’ strong fibers and eating its seeds/oil long before that.
This unique, hearty plant that literally grows like a weed has been used by humans for many things across history, which makes sense for
the simple reason that if nothing else, humans are definitely resourceful. Eventually, we’ll find uses for virtually all the resources in
practically any environment, especially items easy to deal with and/or abundant. That used to be the case with Qaneh before satanic
psychopaths made it illegal to grow in America back in 1937. Before then it was farmed all across the country en-masse. In 1850 the US
had over 8,000 “major Qaneh farms” (2,000 acres or more) and many, many 1,000s of other smaller ones. Its fibers were in heavy demand
for the manufacture of miles of big, heavy rope for anchors and riggings on ships as well as 1000s of massive sails that had to be tough and
reliable for many months at sea. This amazing cane like plant was also well known for a very special medicinal oil that is derived from it.

Before illegalized, that oil was the number one prescriptionby doctors for treating 100s of ailments ranging from the common cold to
arthritis, asthma, migraines, the flu and even cancer. In fact, leading scientists around the globe have recently proven its effectiveness in
treating and stopping cancer! (a fungus) Have you realized what Qaneh is yet? The following from Exodus, 30:22–33 might shed
more light on things; the LORD spake unto Moses, “take thou unto thee principal spices, of pure myrrh, sweet cinnamon, Qaneh–bosem,
cassia and olive oil. And thou shalt make it an oil of holy “sacred” ointment, a compound after the art of the apothecary: it shall be a holy
anointing oil. And thou shalt speak unto the children of Israel, saying, “This shall be a holy anointing oil unto me throughout your
generations. Upon man’s flesh shall it not be poured, neither shall ye make any other like it, after the composition of it: it is holy, and it
shall be holy unto you. Whosoever compoundeth any like it, or whosoever putteth any of it upon a stranger, shall be cut off from his
people.”
So, there we see Jews illegalized Qaneh for Gentiles back then too! NO HOLY OIL FOR YOU! (Even if it would cure your cancer or
save you from starving to death) Such has been the case for millions who’ve needlessly suffered and died premature deaths solely due to
SS jews hording the most versatile and useful plant on earth. Well, that’s nothing short of murder and it’s not the worst of it. There’s no
whining or sniveling going on while saying our planet and all of the amazing creatures we share it with are the real victims of this parasitic,
satanic infection. It cannot be repeated too often that the SS jews have decimated 20% of all life on earth in just the last 100
years of their terrorist reign. And this plant we’re learning of now, truly is our hope to repair the destruction. Oh, and for the record;
biblical use of the word apothecary above irrefutably proves medicinal healing from natural drugs was in fact practiced, yet SS jews and the
Vatican deny it. And the reason is simple, they want to play G-d with your life while holding you over a barrel to buy their worthless
allopathic drugs.
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We once again see the recurring satanic theme of “for profit everything” that most 5 year olds would
immediately condemn. It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to see the problem with having for profit health
care, for profit wars, for profit prisons or for profit extractions of finite resources from earth
which belongs to us all. Quite simply, no group should profit from the misery of others or destruction
of the planet and anyone who seeks to capitalize upon such things is a rotting piece of satanic manure.
This next bit has to do with an interesting story about famous automaker Henry Ford. If you go online to
most any of the anti-semite sites you’ll likely find the story of him being one of us. The narrative is that he
became jew aware and bought his local Michigan newspaper The Dearborn Independent to educate and
rally the masses into taking the jews down! The problems with this are many. Firstly, he was a 33° Mason,
2nd he was a billionaire, 3rd he claimed to be anti-war but was given over 200 million dollars from the SS
Government to build a manufacturing plant for B24 bombers from which he built 8,685 of those death
machines, 4th he was anti-union, 5th his “service department” had such poor working standards for
employees that Hitler used it as a model for work camps and said “I regard Henry Ford as my
inspiration”.

THE DEARBORN INDEPENDENT
The International Jew; The World’s
Problem

We could go on but what for? He was a stinking satanic SS traitor just like all the rest who’ve made it uber
big in the US. It’s who you know, not what you invent or how good of a business person you are. That’s a lie and Ford’s rag was just another
example of leading the opposition by owning it. His paper was a physical item that couldn’t be copied back then and distribution was
limited to 700,000 Americans, mostly jews who had a good time reading it. But now you have before you a truthful series which are easily
printable for sharing in person as well as in electronic format via email. Those are two extremely useful mediums no one back then had the
luxury of. That’s what makes our situation different. You can print this at home/work to share it directly along with the PDFs
online! Another interesting thing about Ford, this time in relation to Qaneh, is he was supposedly an advocate of farming and using it
instead of oil, this myth has made him into a hero today.
But the truth is, he was just working on creating plastics for manufacturing parts and looking for alternate fuels for his engines in case
access to oil might ever be reduced by foreign enemies. Qaneh stalks and seeds are perfect for both plastic and fuel production. In 1941
Popular Mechanics did an article on Ford. He’d built a proto-type car to run on ethanol derived from vegetable oil and the auto itself was
“grown from the soil”. Its plastic panels were made of plant cellulose and had an impact strength 10 times stronger than steel. The
problem; they knew anyone could grow Qaneh for next to nothing and that it could easily replace their oil, a much better fit for their plans
of world domination. They could control every aspect of oil extraction and supply which meant they could also control the price. So, it
came to be that we the people, the animals and the earth would lose and pay the price for the coming century. Imagine how it could have
been (and will be) with zero oil spills, C02 emissions, ozone depletion, unstable fuel pricing or US dependency on foreign oil, just for
starters. What do you think, are those items alone big deals? Well, there’s more, but we need to let a cat out of the bag before continuing.
So, what is Qaneh? As warned, there are many layers to this onion, and what is the thickest initial one has to do with identifying this plant.
Readers of #114 will recall deceit = complex, this will be an example. The SS has attempted to cover up the identity of Qaneh which as
we learned describes a cane or reed like plant. Only in the recipe in Exodus do we add to Qaneh the word “Bosem” which as we can see for
ourselves once again by using Strongs’ Hebrew bible dictionary means Fragrant.

1314 besem, beh’-sem; or
bosem, bo’-sem; from the same as 1313; fragrance; by impl. spicery;
also the balsam plant; -smell, spice, sweet (odour).

At this point it is reasonable to conclude “Qaneh-Bosem”, used only once in the bible in Exodus for the holy oil recipe, is most certainly
nailing down a particular type of reed or cane like plant known for its’ fragrance. Well, there’s not a hippie alive that won’t lovingly recount
of the extremely unique & pungent odor of Cannabis. There is simply nothing else like it and many recall specific varieties for the rest of
their lives. So, is Qaneh pot? NO, Qaneh is “Hemp” which has no psychoactive properties whatsoever and 30 Million Acres of it were
being farmed in America before Big jew Oil! But when Ford and others found out Qaneh
could be used to make plastics and ethanol, it became a threat to the infant but growing
petroleum industry. See here Lyster Dewey standing next to 13 foot tall stands of Hemp in
1929. He was paid to conduct experiments on various strains for the US govt on his small
plot of land in Virginia which was later transferred to the War Department to build the
worlds’ largest office complex, the Pentagon! Note the heavy, thick stalks of this hearty, fast
growing weed that’s been long valued by mankind for its durable and strong bast fibers. A
few varieties he worked with were Yarrow, Tochigi, Keijo, Kymington, Tochimington and
Chinamington which are believed to have come from George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson. They were honored with having smuggled Hemp seeds from China where it’d been
farmed and used for food, clothing and medicine dating back to at least 3000 BC. In fact, natives from around the globe were well
acquainted with Hemp, it was even found buried with Pharaohs. The reasons humans like it are obvious; No other plant exists that can be
grown in pretty much any soil and actually helps regenerate all soils while removing radiation, requires no pesticides or fungicides,
starves out weeds and molds, is drought resistant, low maintenance and useful as the toughest plant fiber on earth, the most
nutritional food seed on earth and the safest, most versatile medicine on earth! (That’s worth re-reading)
So, Hemp is a super dynamo, textile, medicinal & food crop? Yep, there is so much going on with this plant it will blow your mind. That’s
why the SS tried their best to see that we had nothing to do with it. G-d gave it to jews, not Gentiles! Ain’t that just Grande? And as usual,
they used Division, Confusion & Fear to dissuade us: 1st Division; 50s/60s propaganda was greasers vs. squares, 70s/80s heads vs.
jocks, 90s druggies vs. preps and 00s tweakers vs. drama club. Next Confusion or undoing thereof; Qaneh vs. Qaneh-Bosem, the
latter is fragrant while the former is not. That fragrance is known only to the THC producing cannabis plant, not Hemp. So, now we know
that Non-fragrant Qaneh/Hemp is the industrial strain of very fragrant Cannabis (Hebrew “Qaneh-Bosem” Spanish “Marijuana”)
containing psychoactive THC. In order to illegalize Hemp & Naturein the name of Big jew Oil, Food and Pharma, the SS had to concoct a
cover, which of course would also utilize Fear. They had to make We the People believe a highly useful, drug free, and entirely safe plant in
every regard, that’s been used by mankind for Millennia, was the ROOT OF ALL EVIL! So, for the first time in world history, our old
friend Hemp, the mighty workhorse, frequent dinner guest and sustainer of life, became its rebellious jewish cousin Cannabis!

MARIJUANA – THE SMOKE OF HELL!
“DEVIL’S HARVEST”
A Vicious Racket With It’s Arms Around Your
Children!

Here’s a Quick Recap;
Low THC/Smell = Hemp or Qaneh
High THC/Smell = Fragrant Hemp or Qaneh-Bosem “Cannabis” which don’t forget, was a key ingredient in the holy anointing oil given to
jews by their G-d!
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Here’s a few famous quotes on this terribly dangerous plant; “Make the most you can of the Indian Hemp seed, sow it everywhere.” George
Washington “Hemp is of first necessity to the wealth and protection of the country.” –Thomas Jefferson “We shall, by and by, want a

world of Hemp more for our own consumption” –John Adams “Why use up forests centuries in the making and mines requiring ages to
lay down, if we can get the equivalent of forest and mineral products in the annual growth of the Hemp fields?” –Henry Ford. Because
they didn’t know all about oil just yet, that’s why! Let us now recount how US presidents Obama, Bush, Clinton, Carter, Kennedy,
Jefferson, Washington, Monroe, Madison, and Lincoln are all on record for having using Cannabis! Also include presidents Andrew
Jackson, Zachary Taylor and Franklin Pierce for having smoked it with their troops. In a letter to his family, Pierce wrote “Cannabis is
about the only good thing in the war”. This statement was made with good reason because Cannabis has forever been known to calm the
nerves, lessen pain and expand creativity, those are 3 very beneficial attributes in the field of war, and elsewhere. Relief from pain, higher
thinking and calm under fire are benefits you wouldn’t want an enemy to have.
George Washington used it for his ailing teeth in place of other drugs such as morphine and James
Madison, “The Father of the Constitution” once remarked “it gave me insight to create a new and
democratic nation”! So, once again we find we’ve been lied to with utter disrespect and
contempt. Everything is a lie but thankfully, some lies are perfect for use in court as well as in
opening closed minds. Yes, that’s a hint, while not much more than an “experimenter” this author
would recommend use of Cannabis for even the silliest of reasons, or maybe none at all. Uh
oh, did your programming just kick in? Do you think I’m a “stoner” like George Washington and
Obama? Well, it’d be wise to recall why! Talmudic satanists screwed with your mind by instilling
“REEFER MADNESS”

those negative associations as well as popularizing all of the labels you’ve forever used regarding
the most beneficial plant on the planet. The nicknames we’re recalling are of obvious design for

widespread propaganda by the SS ran media. Indeed, the original warning made about this
subject was well given, there’s never been anything so propagandized by the SS govt. as “pot”. Even this author has the same negative
anchors to “weed”, we all do. And they’re all from recycled lies that were told to our grandparents, parents and peers by our SS jew
government going back to the 1936 era when “Reefer Madness” was released. It’s among the most flagrantly blatant examples of the SS
bogus war on Hemp. From that film regarding the “hooch”. “A violent narcotic, Acts of shocking violence, Incurable insanity, Souldestroying effects, Under the influence of the drug a man killed his entire family with an ax, (Total BS) More vicious, more deadly even
than the soul-destroying drugs heroin and cocaine is the menace of marijuana”! Ah, reefer madness, indeed! This old propaganda film is
so rife with fear mongering it’s become a cult classic just for the comedic value. Nonetheless, it did the job on folks back then and still
reverberates to this day in all our minds when we hear of anyone smokin’ “dope“. With that in mind, please do try to keep the kneejerk,
hippy hater reflex to a minimum for just a little longer as we dig around a bit more on our subject of the “shit” and it’s fraudulently
manufactured past which;
Until 1883, ¾ of the worlds’ paper was made from Hemp
Benjamin Franklin owned a paper mill that processed Hemp
Early Bibles, Schoolbooks, US Currency, the US Constitution & Declaration of Independence, were all written/printed on Hemp
Before the cotton gin came along, 80% of all textiles & fabrics for sheets, clothes, linens, drapes & Betsy Ross’s US Flag were Hemp
The Canvas covering the Pioneers’ Conestoga wagons was Hemp
A new kind of trouser named “Levis” was made from Hemp
Rembrandt and Van Gogh painted on canvases made of Hemp
The SS Constitutions’ 60 tons of riggings and sails were Hemp
Hemp was the very first commercial crop grown in the soils of many states. In 1850 Kentucky, over 40,000 tons was produced and it
was without question the largest cash crop of the 19th century
Bunched and dried Hemp was legal tender for paying your taxes in America from 1631 until the early 1800s. And refusing to grow it
in the 17th and 18th centuries was against the law!
Up until 1937 many paints and varnishes were made from Hemp seed oil. In 1935 alone, 58,000 tons of Hemp seeds were used to
create paint products for America. No Rockefeller oil required!
Hemp was so important, the War of 1812 was fought over it when Napoleon tried to cut off export from Moscow to England.
There are over 25,000 documented industrial uses for Hemp!
Hence we are now confronted with one of, if not the largest, real life, bona-fide conspiracies we’ll likely ever see. It’s safe to say, just the
above is enough to show without any doubt that “Hemp” was victim to a massive, drawn out smear campaign and it should NEVER have
been illegalized. And there was another side to all of this BS. In order to make sure engines wouldn’t be able to run on DIY alcohol derived
from Hemp seeds, they illegalized alcohol! Did you just read a claim that prohibition was to stop engine makers from popularizing the use
of clean burning, plant based ethanol? That’s right, about a dozen SS ran governments around the world did the same thing from 1907 to
1948. The entire distraction was all about Big jew Oil stopping Hemp!
John D. Rockefeller, the satanic jew who owned the largest monopoly on earth, Standard Oil, funded a group of old jewesses with $4
million bucks to launch a nationwide prohibition campaign and buy off congress, which they did! Later, to shore up the effort, the SS jew
government “sacrificed” 1,000s of Gentile Americans to bolster a propaganda campaign instilling fears on the dangers of bootleg alcohol.
They mandated that industrial alcohols which were commonly used by bootleggers for re-distillation, would contain up to 10% methyl
which is deadly. The SS media covered it and 10,000 people who hadn’t heeded or heard of the danger, died. Now, that was all about
Hemp, which threatened oil. Next we have Cannabis, which also threatens oil but in an indirect way. It is important to understand
that if Cannabis were legalized there’d be no excuse not to legalize Hemp which has little THC. Hence, why they re-ran a
similar campaign in the late 70s when use and popularity of Cannabis was soaring. This time it was done by spraying 1,000s of acres of
Mexican Cannabis grown for US consumption with “Paraquat”. The SS media again assisted the SS government in its propaganda. Then
unknown 1,000s of innocent people who were unaware or weren’t daunted by the campaign, were poisoned. And without doubt, many of
them then lived horrible lives and died grueling deaths from Pulmonary Fibrosis and Parkinsons. It’s ruthless and nothing short of mass
murder which all SS jews must now begin paying for. Of course that is the entire point behind all of this but it’s good to remind ourselves
of it once in a while. We have serious work to do. Moving on we find more truthful fuel to flame that fire.
Now unlike Hemp, Cannabis does have psychoactive effects, and if dangerous, they should be considered in determining the laws
surrounding its’ use. Well, as you will see, there is plenty of irrefutable proof and praise for its’ usefulness and 100% impeccable safety
record as well.

In all of history there has never been a single overdose on Cannabis, it’s impossible because
there is zero toxicity. Even the old warning about it being more dangerous than cigarettes is, well, going
Up in Smoke! That of course was the name of the famous Cheech & Chong movie which Hollywood jews
produced as propaganda to take focus off of legalization while shoring up the idea that “Marijuana” was
Mexican for a dirty drug used by losers. Well, it backfired by going viral, popularizing marijuana more than
any other event in US history. That’s a beautiful thing, because with the exception of some admittedly dumb
ideas such as putting peanut butter and mustard on a frozen burrito, or the occasional misplacing of ones
keys, the alterations in thinking are almost always in a harmless or dare we say, good way. Let us consider
this; is laughing, relaxing, taking one’s mind off work, slowing down to use critical thought, appreciating the
natural world, enhancing creativity by “thinking different”, imagining a better gadget or having real strokes
of genius, bad? Is opening your mind, something to be frowned upon?
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Ask anyone who’s used Cannabis and they’ll tell you those are the most common attributes of being “high”. It should also be mentioned
many native populations from around the globe are known to have used it in spiritual exercises which were of highest import to them. So, it
makes sense that satanic jews don’t want Gentiles using Cannabis doesn’t it? They don’t want us running around thinking freely,
connecting to the natural world, seeing through their lies or building nonconformist views that would make us rebel against them,
especially as youths. That’s exactly the opposite of what any slave owning, dictatorial, shit headed oppressor wants! Now that was just one
side of Hemps’ “brighter brother” Cannabis. There is something far more important about the thinker of the Qaneh family. What if
Cannabis were literally a lifesaver, a hero? And what if Hemp were too? This is where we cross the botanical line between the two species
of Qaneh. Or we used to anyway. That was before psychopathic Israeli scientists began modifying our old friends’ DNA, which they’ve also
done to much of our food, and even animal life of all kinds. We have goats producing spider webs, tomatoes with fish genes and now,
Franken-Bosem. You see, these psychotic, Talmudic SS bastards really do want to control absolutely everything in your life. There are no
exceptions, most certainly none surrounding the DNA of Cannabis!
Take for instance the present legalization of THC bearing Cannabis for recreational use, there’s a bit of a head scratcher huh? After 75
years’ worth of heavy propaganda and a 40 year long, Trillion Dollar “war” on drugs, why would they now cave to legalize “Devils Lettuce”?
Did the SS lose control of the apple cart? Are We the People finally winning at something? Nah, but satanic jews such as billionaire George
Soros who’s funneled $50 Million into the effort, definitely want the 115 million American “Wacky Tabakki” users and everyone else to
think so. And surprise, surprise, we come to find out it’s all about the money, again. You see, just like alcohol, legalized Cannabis
guarantees some major profits for our money grubbing shitstiens. First there’s taxes, which in WA are already at a whopping 48%! $48 of
every $100 goes to the SS! This would be a good time to remember the Boston Tea Party! Let’s see now, which part of Masonry’s 3 prong
motto of Imposition, Materialism and Destruction are taxes linked to? That’s right, IMPOSITION, every satanic jews favorite way of
having you play grab ankles with them has always been taxation!
If you stop to think about it, you can almost feel them grappling and probing about during every single transaction of your life! So, here
again, they’re trying to f**k, err tax us all again! Then there’s price rigging, which has already tripled the cost of Cannabis for “recreational
users” in WA making a single joint/gram cost $20! Well, just one plant or “weed” that anyone can grow for FREE, produces around a
pound which is 16 ounces w/28 grams/joints each. So, each of these plants we’ve been using for free for millennia are now about $5 Grand
worth of SS “controlled substance” which in this case, the SS government says Cannabis is a Type 1. That is the worst, most dangerous
narcotic drug classification in existence! All while our SS government owns patent #6630507 for Cannabis having some major medicinal
qualities while at the same time claiming it doesn’t! (that’s patent # 66 & 3+5+7=15 which 1+5=6, for 666) And on that silly note, maybe
now would be a good time to examine the logo of the Oh, So Super Exciting New Cannabis multi-level marketing opportunity called
Kannaway!!! This author is a graphic artist so, it’s hard to miss their HEX-agon logo
with its K (11) made with a V (satan) & all seeing lizard eye placed on a disc to look like
saturn! Coincidences? Ya sure, if you believe that, I’ve got some contaminated, cellulose
filled Kannaway “CBD Oil” made from unregulated Chinese Hemp stalks for you! I’ll
even sell you a worthless $100 electric e-cig type vaporizer for you to smoke it with while
telling you it’s Cannabis related and good for your health. But it’s not and won’t even get
you high enough to imagine any of this worthless, unnatural, overtaxed SS crap is really
worth buying. But hold on, there’s more.
Let’s use alcohol as an example again, aside from ridiculously heavy taxes and big, fixed profits by SS
government controlled and licensed distillation and brewing, where would you guess another greasy
satanic claw might be groping? Well, Geico and Progressive Insurance co’s have been the largest monetary
contributors and backers of legalization, and just guess who has now made it illegal to drive after using
Cannabis? Satanic jew politicians maybe? DUIs are huge profit centers for insurance companies, courts,
jails and prisons, then there’s health, which we’ll come back to in a minute. First let’s rewind; it was in
1974 when Gary Goodson, a jew created “High Times Magazine” which was yet another example of yep,
you guessed it, “Leading the Opposition”. Like all SS media, the thing about High Times is, it never said a
word about our only real problem, satanic jews! Instead, it kept all their agendas hidden while focusing
everyone’s attention on illegal drug use and home growing supplies as big profit centers for enterprising
greaseballs. Due to pot being illegal to grow, millions of people (Gentiles) got busted for setting up grow
rooms with costly lighting, temp control and irrigation systems that coincidentally also required
substantial amounts of extra electrical usage. So, not only did illegalizing Hemp safeguard greasy Big jew
Oil, they were able to bolster use of their equally unneeded electrical grid! Yes, that’s all bullshit too, there
are many alternatives for electricity production.

High Times

More to come on that . . . But since we’re all just Goyim and G-d gave earth to them, we have to serve them, make them rich & look the other
way while everything we love is destroyed. Oh, and they’re blaming it on us due to overpopulating! Aren’t you proud of them and how
successful they’ve been? They are! Have you noticed how it’s always them who win all the awards for this or that and get feigned with
admiration and attention in their media? Recall Obummer getting the Nobel Peace Prize and 2 Grammies
even though they were all utterly and completely unwarranted? Get it? Go to any pro-jew site and take
note of their sickening, empty, sycophantic praises to one and other. You’ll have a whole new
understanding of how desperate and fake these satanic degenerates really are. And now we’re seeing selfcongratulations from Israeli botanists and scientists who are claiming credit for supposedly discovering
several very amazing components called “Cannabinoids” in Qaneh. To the left we have a picture of its’ molecular structure that many
Hempsters have tattooed on themselves for prosperity. It turns out that these compounds are natural remedies for 1000s of ailments and
diseases including cancer. This of course is the health side of the jewish imposition.
Over 80 of these Cannabinoids have been isolated to date with “TetraHydroCannabinol” (THC) Δ-8 & Δ-9, Cannabidiol
(CBD), Cannabinol (CBN) and Cannabigerol (CBG) being the most prevalent. Along with those Cannabinoids we also have
“Terpinoid” oils and Flavonoids which have been found to be highly effective components in their own rights. Anyone who
spends a little time browsing the scientific findings will conclude Cannabis is an amazing medicinal plant indeed! Maybe
that’s why Cannabinols were the #1 medicine prescribed by doctors in the 1800s and early 1900s!!! Left is a bottle of
powdered Cannabis extract that was commonly taken by millions of Americans for arthritis, colds, headaches, cramps, the

Lilly 1910

flu (anti-diarrhea) So, is that why “recreational Cannabis” now being legalized has been genetically modified NOT TO
CONTAIN those amazingly beneficial and healthful components? You got it! Again, No Holy Oil For YOU! Coming up
next we have the official list of Physician recommended uses for those oils as of 2014. Slow down for a look at this
amazing list of uses for medical Cannabis!
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Victor Anti-Diarrhea For Infants

Tally up a count of how many would apply to you or someone you know! Acquired Hypothyroidism, Acute Gastritis,
Agoraphobia, AIDS Related Illness, Alcohol Abuse (lessens desire), Alopecia Areata, Alzheimer’s, Amphetamine Addiction,
Amyloidosis, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), Angina Pectoris, Ankylosis, Anorexia and A. Nervosa, Anxiety Disorders, Any
majorly limiting Chronic Symptom, Arteriosclerotic Heart Disease, Arthritis Rheumatoid, Arthropathy, Gout, Aspergers, Asthma,
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADD/ADHD), Autism, Autoimmune Diseases, Back Pain, Back Sprains or Spasms,
Bell’s Palsy, Bipolar Disorder, Brain Tumors (Malignant), Bruxism, Bulimia, Cachexia, Cancer Adrenal Cortical, Cancer, Endometrial,
Cancer Prostate Cancer Testicular, Cancer Uterine, Cancers of All Types In Fact, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, Cervical
Disks,
Chemotherapy, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Pain of all Types, Chronic renal failure, Cocaine Dependence,
Colitis, Conjunctivitis, Constipation, Crohn’s Disease, Cystic Fibrosis, Damage to Spinal Cord Nervous Tissue,
Darier’s Disease, Degenerative Arthritis, Degenerative Arthropathy, Delirium Tremens, Depression,
Dermatomyositis, Diabetes-Adult Onset, Diabetes-Insulin Dependent, Diabetic Neuropathy, Diabetic Peripheral
Vascular Disease, Diarrhea, Diverticulitis, Dysthymic Disorder, Eczema, Emphysema, Endometriosis,
Epidermolysis Bullosa, Epididymitis, Epilepsy, Felty’s Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, Friedreich’s Ataxia, Gastritis,
Genital Herpes, Glaucoma, Glioblastoma Multiforme, Graves Disease, Cluster, Migraine and Tension Headaches,
Hemophilia A, Henoch-Schonlein Purpura, Hepatitis C, HIV and AIDS, All Hospice Patients, Huntington
Disease, Hypertension, Hyperventilation, Hypoglycemia, Impotence, Inflammatory Autoimmune-mediated
Arthritis, Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD), Insomnia, Intermittent Explosive Disorder (IED), Intractable Vomiting,
Lipomatosis, Lou Gehrig’s Disease, Lyme Disease, Lymphoma, Malignant Melanoma (Skin Cancer), Mania,
Melorheostosis, Meniere’s Disease, Motion Sickness, Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS), Multiple Sclerosis (MS),
Muscle Spasms, Muscular Dystrophy, Myeloid Leukemia, Nail-Patella, Nightmares, Obesity, Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder, Opiate Dependence, Osteoarthritis, Panic Disorder, Parkinson’s Disease, Peripheral Neuropathy, Peritoneal
Pain, Persistent Insomnia, Porphyria, Post-Polio Syndrome (PPS), Post-traumatic Arthritis, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
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(PTSD), Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS), Prostatitis, Psoriasis, Pulmonary Fibrosis, Quadriplegia, Radiation Therapy (Learn
more), Raynaud’s Disease, Reiter’s Syndrome, Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS), Rosacea, Schizoaffective Disorder, Schizophrenia,
Scoliosis, Sedative Dependence, Seizures, Senile Dementia, Severe Nausea, Shingles (Herpes Zoster), Sinusitis, Skeletal
Muscular Spasticity, Sleep Apnea, Sleep Disorders, Spasticity, Spinal Stenosis, Sturge-Weber Syndrome (SWS), Stuttering, Tardive
Dyskinesia (TD), Temporomandibular Joint Disorder (TMJ), Tenosynovitis, Terminal Illness, Thyroiditis, Tic Douloureux, Tietze’s
Syndrome, Tinnitus, Tobacco Dependence, Tourette’s Syndrome, Trichotillomania, Viral Hepatitis, Wasting Syndrome, Whiplash,
Wittmaack-Ekbom’s Syndrome, Writers’ Cramp, in fact cramps of all kinds, including most notably effective for menstrual cramps!

Now let’s not beat around the bush on this one, have you ever known anyone who’s had PMS? And was or is it a crappy,
miserable experience to have at least one day every month? Well, the CDB/THC in Cannabis is the best and most
viable remedy!
All that from a harmless plant which is impossible to overdose on, with no known side effects other than “the munchies”,
silliness, and/or sleepiness for some. Yet Cannabis which YOU could easily grow and use for free is still illegal in every
jew ran country on earth! And by the way, there are literally 1,000s more medical uses. Consider the facts; SS
pharmaceuticals and allopathic meds kill more Americans than car crashes! Their drugs are now the leading cause of
injury death for 25 to 64 year olds which have exploded 120% just from 2000 to 2012! In 2011 there were 2.5 million
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Emergency Room visits from drug use, 56% from their pharmaceuticals and 44% alcohol, meth, heroin/etc. but a
whopping ZERO % of them were from Cannabis. NONE. Yet SS judges and politicians keep Cannabis illegal while
accepting millions in lobbying money from drug companies to assure continued use of their poisons that are now verifiably responsible for
killing/culling over 700,000 unsuspecting Americans per year.
THAT IS PREMEDITATED MASS MURDER. And it’s for profit, $$$ TRILLIONS in Profits. Second only to war, the SS
allopathic medical industry is the largest and deadliest sham of all. Consider the highly profitable practice of
chemotherapy and its’ 97% failure rate. The fact is chemo boosts cancer growth & mortality rates, most
patients either die within months of treatment or are sick for the rest of their shortened lives. Chemo destroys
your immune system, disrupts endocrines, and permanently damages your Brain, Heart, Liver and Kidneys.
The only treatment for chemo is Marinol, a synthesized form of cannabinol which of course is rarely
prescribed by SS physicians. So, Gentiles who receive chemo are destined to live in permanent states of illness
until we finally die. But that’s not so bad because all the SS Doctors and Pharmaceutical companies sponsored
by the SS government make Billions doing what they do best, debilitating, sickening and killing, err culling
Gentiles. Below we have Polish SS jew Zbigniew Brzezinski (Natl. Security Advisor, Member of the Council on
Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission and the Bilderbergs) and his Daughter who is Republican
Speaker and famous propagandist talk show host on “Morning Joe”. Zbigniew said;

Zbigniew & Mika Brzezinski

“In earlier times it was easier to control a million people than physically to kill a million people. Today it is
infinitely easier to kill a million people than to control a million people”.
Could that be why the SS adds fluoride to nearly all US drinking water and puts mercury and aluminum in our vaccines? Do, you recall the
books on depopulation in #114 written by current Obama staffers and pals? Did you watch the Chemtrails Questionaire at NumberU.com?
If so, you know Chemtrails contain aluminum oxide which causes Alzheimer’s as well as radioactive barium and caesium that cause cancer.
Can you see where Cannabis, with its Cancer and Alzheimer’s fighting abilities goes against their plans on depopulation alone? Are you
putting it all together? Glance above at the bold/red items treatable by Cannabis to consider what it would do for billions of people
who’d been poisoned with aluminum and/or radioactive materials by their SS jew ran govt.
So, the good news is, it sounds as if we’re not looked upon as guinea pigs. Leave that distinction to the millions of innocent animals these
monsters love to needlessly torture, test, kill and “sacrifice” in their laboratories under the guise of scientific medical experiments which in
fact, no one benefits from. IT’S ALL A LIE. And we Real jews and Gentiles have been reduced to the likes of vermin or insects that
must be eradicated by the satanic jew. At some point or, at many points, one must face the fact that we are dealing with pure evil. These
“things” we’re calling satanic jews don’t care about us, animals or the earth, period. Aside from their unbridled avarice for power and their
hatred towards us and the whole of creation, they are truly devoid of feelings or compassion. It’s all about money & control over YOU.
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Consider that in just the last 25 years, America has sunk to 49th in life expectancy but rose to #1 in healthcare costs! The US went from $30
Billion to $240 Billion per year, an 800% increase in highly profitable and sick Gentiles! It’s all intentional. Also consider the profits from
¾ of a million people arrested every year and the 500,000 Americans in jails/prisons right now for simple possession, some of whom
were likely focused on by authorities due to their subscriptions to High Times! On top of the staggering $50,000 per person it costs just to
arrest and prosecute each horribly dangerous plant possessing gentile criminal, we’re also worth $30,000/year to the private prisons
owned by SS jews for a total of around $15 Billion annually. Add that to $25 Billion spent Federally and the $30 Billion spent by states on
the bogus drug war per year, and you’ve got yourself a nice tidy sum of CASH & CONTROL. Next comes phony legalization of “medical”
marijuana going on across America and around the world which is yet another massively propagandized and complicated trap created
by SS vampires to permanently oppress and control the most important textile on earth. All of the propaganda and lies you’ve been told
your entire life about Cannabis were to make you forget that the extremely useful and 100% harmless Hemp plant existed. The trick was in
making everyone think it was the same as Cannabis aka “Marijuana” because the truth is, SS jews don’t want us to have free access to
neither Hemp (Qaneh) nor Cannabis (Qaneh-Bosem) since both are extremely useful.

So useful in fact, that our capitalization of Hemp alone, would cost them quite literally “everything” because it would eliminate 2 of the 3
tools these satanic psychopathic twits are using to ruthlessly grope and oppress the whole of humanity. Those being food and energy
thereby leaving money which is heavily reliant on the former two. So, protecting their profits for Big Oil and keeping a chokehold on the
worlds’ food supply has always been the plan. By keeping us focused on the THC bearing Cannabis species, Hemp was blurred into
oblivion. But if we were able to farm Hemp, we could literally save the world by ending insane deforestation and mass destruction of our
eco-system. Hemp would completely replace their nuclear, coal and oil industries which combined make up the energy sector, a business
worth 200 Trillion dollars. That’s 200,000 Billion dollars which is 200,000,000 Million dollars. Two hundred million-million dollars is
kind of a lot of money. Think about it; TWO HUNDRED MILLION . . . MILLION.
That’s why everyone around you is dumbed down, divided, obese, perverted, confused, angry and sick. Your planet is sick and now you
know why. To make a small group of the most racist, psychotic and murderous thugs on earth unthinkably rich so they could one day
control everything, especially these truths, while they slowly and silently dumb down and eventually kill us all to rule the world! It is for
that reason these truths must be widely known and utilized to fire the flames of a worldwide revolution for all of humanity. Not to sound
any crazier or more esoteric than what this information may already seem, but we have just recently entered the age of Aquarius, a once
every 25,920 year zodiacal event. This is obviously a very special time in our development as an interstellar, and one day intergalactic
race of beings, but that kind of reward doesn’t come without challenges. We are being tested, this author and you alike, are being put
through the grinder to see what will come out. It is my belief that in order to survive we must break the grinder and start anew. We must
dismantle the gears and remove its teeth now or we’re dead meat. Thankfully the subject of Hemp/Cannabis being a “controlled substance”
in every SS controlled country around the globe is such a ridiculous satanic imposition on our freedom that it will likely make every person
living today absolutely livid upon learning of it. This is the most preposterous and telling subject of our times that clearly shows just how
ridiculous we’ve allowed things to become. Here’s a slap to wake up to; it’s a list of governments growing industrial Hemp now;
Australia, Austria, Canada, Chile, China (World’s Largest Exporter), Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Netherlands,
Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Egypt, Korea, Portugal, Thailand, Ukraine, and last, and least, the Jewnited
States which granted the first Hemp permit in 40 years to a grower in Hawaii for an experimental quarter acre plot in 1999. Yay. Aren’t you
proud to be an American?
The US Govt. conducted studies in 1916 which concluded 1 acre of Hemp equals 4.1 acres of trees and predicted that by
the 1940s all paper would come from Hemp and that no more trees would ever need to be cut down.

One People, One Planet, One Plant!
Learn About HEMP
#1 for Medicine, #1 for Paper, #1 for Food, #1 for Fuel, #1 for Fiber, #1 for Plastic, #1 for
Inspiration & Recreation, #1 for YOU AND YOUR MOTHER EARTH!

That has to be enough for anyone to see the true level of depravity and criminal nature of the satanic jews. We’re talking about not having
to have bothered with logging the planet for the last 100 years! Think of the mass destruction and scarification of millions of acres of
pristine wildernesses and the displacement and deaths of billions of creatures. Think of the oil spills and pollution from 100s of billions of
tons of petro plastics. Think of the never ending strings of unnecessary political bullshit in the media about the environment, loss of
wildlife, famine and global warming. It was all centered on and curable by, we the people simply farming, eating and using Hemp, the plant
nature/God gave us and satanic jews stole to make themselves rich and powerful.
In conclusion, the criminalization of Qaneh & Qaneh-Bosem, the world’s most useful and versatile plant, is unconstitutional. It’s also a
heinous crime against humanity, all wildlife and planet earth. This entirely evil act has caused sickness and death to billions of creatures
and people while bizarrely enriching the worlds’ worst racists, thieves and murderers. They, the Masons and SS jews, have intentionally
perpetrated this crime ongoing for the last 75 years in a psychopathic attempt for world domination over Gentiles. These murderers are the
owners of your local newspaper, TV and Radios stations. They are the judges, attorneys & officials in YOUR City, County, State and Federal
govt. They are your neighbors, fake friends and traitors to everything you love including your freedom, security, peace of mind and life
itself. They’ve been degrading and cheating you for your entire life while mocking us all with endless satanic crap. We think it’s time to
end it.
Anyone who’s not absolutely sickened by this has got some major issues. We are talking about planet earth and all of the creatures we’re
supposed to be taking care of. Instead, we’ve been manipulated, lied to, cheated and played as total idiots by the hideously uncaring and
manipulative monsters who are running this country right now. If you think Obama or anyone in politics doesn’t know about this, you’re
very sadly mistaken. They know all about Cannabis, the FED, the media, internet, big oil, Chemtrails the NWO and most everything else
you’re learning of in these little newsletters. Stop playing the fool!

1. satanic “Canuto” sign
2. Masonic Shh Sign
3. 666 Sign w/ Spliff
4. 555 Sign

More on those 666 signs in the next issue! But for now, just know that sick pompous joke of a political “leader” has conducted over 200
unconstitutional SWAT raids on innocent Americans who were legally prescribed medical Cannabis from their doctors to treat some very
serious/terminal diseases. All of his victims were fully compliant with the laws of their states. Dear reader, we have to stop them at
any and all costs and this issue proves Hemp is the only smoking gun we need. It’s far too obvious, a 10 year old could prosecute the
case! And given the chance, they would. Kids like truth, justice, nature, animals and the earth. How about you? What’s it going to take to
make you stand up to these ruthless, lying, satanic monsters? I can’t do it alone! Please help yourself, your loved ones, your friends, the
animals and the world, that’s given you your life! The earth and humanity needs YOU to act your part as a caring and responsible person!
Please UNITE, EDUCATE and ACT now for the future that YOU WANT!
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Comments
1. Barry
January 18, 2015
Once again, this was another excellent issue of the Gazette. It’s the most complete article I’ve ever read about Cannabis/Hemp or
what I now know is “Kanna-Bosem/Kanna”!
Here’s 121 studies proving Cannabinoids (THC & CBD) KILL CANCER cells.
Cannabis kills Tumor cells:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1576089
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20090845
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/616322
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14640910
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19480992
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15275820
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15638794
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818650
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17952650
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20307616
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16616335
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16624285
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10700234
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17675107
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14617682
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17342320
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16893424
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15026328
Cannabis Cures Colorectal Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22231745
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17583570
Cannabis Cures Uterine, Testicular, and Pancreatic Cancers:
http://www.cancer.gov/…/cannabis/healthprofessional/page4
Cannabis-derived substances in cancer therapy and anti-tumour properties:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20925645
Cannabis Cures Brain Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11479216
Cannabis Cures Mouth and Throat Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20516734
Cannabis Cures Breast Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20859676
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18025276
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21915267

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22776349
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18454173
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16728591
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9653194
Cannabis Cures Lung Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25069049
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22198381?dopt=Abstract
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21097714?dopt=Abstract
Cannabis Cures Prostate Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12746841?dopt=Abstract
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3339795/…
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22594963
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15753356
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10570948
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19690545
Cannabis Cures Blood Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12091357
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16908594
Cannabis Cures Skin Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12511587
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19608284
Cannabis Cures Liver Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21475304
Cannabis Cures Cancer in General:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12514108
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15313899
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20053780
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18199524
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19589225
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12182964
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442435
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12723496
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16250836
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17237277
Cannabinoids in intestinal inflammation and cancer: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442536...
Cannabis use and cancer of the head and neck: Case-control study: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2277494
Cannabis THC at high doses in area, inhibits cholangiocarcinoma cancer: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19916793...
Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors as a novel therapy to treat malignant lymphoblastic disease
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21115947
Marijuana kills cancer cells:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17952650
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16835997
http://cancer.gov/…/cam/cannabis/healthprofessional/page4
Cannabis Treatment in Leukemia:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15978942
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16754784
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15454482
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16139274
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14692532
Cannabinoids and the immune system:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11854771
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12052046
Cannabis partially/fully induced cell death in Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12130702
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19457575
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18615640
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17931597
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18438336
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19916793
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18387516
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15453094
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19229996
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9771884
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18339876
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12133838
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16596790
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11269508
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15958274
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19425170
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17202146

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11903061
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15451022
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20336665
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19394652
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11106791
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189659
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16500647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19539619
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19059457
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16909207
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18088200
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10913156
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18354058
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189054
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17934890
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16571653
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19889794
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15361550
Cannabis treatment of translocation-positive rhabdomyosarcoma:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19509271
Cannabis Induces apoptosis of uterine cervix cancer cells:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15047233
Cannabis treatment in lymphoma:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18546271
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16936228
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16337199
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19609004
Cannabis kills cancer cells:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818634
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12648025
Cannabis regulator of Neural Cell Development
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16787257
Cannabis treatment of Melanoma:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17065222
Cannabis treatment for Thyroid Carcinoma
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18197164
Cannabis treatment in Colon Cancer:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18938775
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19047095
Cannabinoids in intestinal inflammation and cancer.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442536
Cannabinoids in health and disease:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18286801
Cannabis a neuroprotective after brain injury
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11586361
Cannabis inhibits Cancer Cell Invasion:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19914218
1. Drew
January 18, 2015
Great list! And even better that all of the sources are from the jewberment!!!
There are also great many benefits to be had from using what’s called “hempcrete” in the construction of your new home, some of
which have been included in the following list:
– Thermal Mass Insulation
– Negative Carbon (Absorbs Co2)
– Low Density
– Clean Air
– High Thermal Resistance
– High Thermal Inertia
– Vapor Permeable (breathable)
– Design Flexibility (adjustable thickness)
– Fire and Pest Resistant (NO Termites)
– Significantly Reduce Co2 Emissions
– Inherently Airtight
– Fire Resistent
– No Waste
– No Mould
– No Termites
– No Dry Rot

– Natural Substrates for Plasters and Renders
– Low Air Infiltration
– ZERO LAND FILL
– Easy To Work With
– Up to 3x Longer Lasting
– Cheaper Than Sand/Gravel in Concrete
– Lighter to Ship or Deliver
– Healthier For Us and Friendly to the Environment
All of the above advantages will prove to make hempcrete the ideal choice for any building project when Hemp is legalized.
1. Doper
February 14, 2015
Hi all, I sojourn in Oregon where the State “allows” Medical Marijuana…
I suffer chronic pain due to osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia etc… and it (among other herbs and nutritional supplements) is the
ONLY Medicine I will use, over the many Pharmaceutical POISONS that my well-meaning jewish doctors had prescribed for
me. I am not certain of the numbers… but they are a leading cause of death… Give me IaHUeH’s gift of Creation every time.
IaHUeH does not make mistakes…. Man Does!!!!!
QaNeH-BoSheM (Sweet or Fragrant Cane) can be eaten… the seeds are very rich in protein and do not get you “high”. Ground
and boiled, they used to call it Gruel… pressed seeds yield oil very nutritious and healthy for your arteries etc…
Medicinally the flowers without seed (Sensemillia) are used.. It pretty much depends what your desired effect.. they can be
cooked with oil or butter -the effects can be overwhelming as it is harder to gauge how much to use.. also the effects last
longer. . and tend to linger after morning.. kinda like a hangover… (I don’t like it)
Smoking is simply another way to ingest.. I find it easier to regulate my dosage this way. while this can be hard on the lungs it
also acts as an expectorant and has been used successfully to treat Asthma. Some prefer vaporization techniques where you do
not inhale actual smoke.
A few years ago they did studies to try to prove that smoking this Herb was more dangerous and cancer causing than tobacco..
they found the opposite and that the THC actually stops and shrinks tumors.
A Tincture can be prepared with alcohol.. if the alcohol is then evaporated off.. the resulting Residue can be taken internally..
or applied topically.. This Cures Cancer! using a certain regimen and is good treatment for many other things… I don’t get the
same (negative) effects using this Residue as eating it cooked into oil.
How much and how ingested is according to the needs of the individual… at first the effects can be very strong even
overwhelming but one builds up a tolerance to the side effects of drowsiness and feeling “weird”… while for others they need
help getting a good nights rest Good rest is very important to the Healing process.. but the medicinal effects do continue when
even used on a regular daily basis. oh yes.. and did I mention this Medicine is Completely Harmless!!! Compare to Aspirin
alone which does kill people all the time.
I function much better with it.. a few times a day or so.. though amounts vary.. and I do go through voluntary dry spells from
time to time up to a week or so… but always end up hurting and Needing Lots more Strong Herb in the end … so I am coming
to the conclusion that daily is best for me… – I just realized that this has been steady for somewhere around seven years for
my specified medical ailments.. though I have smoked it with great benefit from my youth (for 40 years).
As far as it making me stupid or dysfunctional unable to think proper and discern the Truth?
I Certainly don’t think so -my works and career prove it- but so many would like to foolishly think otherwise!!! Especially
those that disagree with big truths like everything around here at the Goyim Gazette! In fact Cannabis was extremely
instrumental in Separating me from the world of babylon and bringing me into IaHUeH’s Kingdom by Following IaHUShUA’
(though at the time I knew not the Name of Him). It has helped me to See many Great Distinctions through the reading of His
Word as compared to life experience.
But as I say different people different ailments different applications according to the individual who should know best what is
good for their own body… but all from one Herb (depending on strain and time of harvest). This is why the jew enemy wants
to destroy it.
Look at the money the government and law enforcement agencies have spent to try to destroy .. a simple plant (though
actually considered by many cultures the greatest of plants)… has it worked out very well for them? That trillion dollar figure
used above isn’t close, I’d bet you could triple or quadruple that easily when considering the worldwide propaganda campaign
against cannabis.
And by all means Keep out of reach of children but don’t lie to them about it! Lying to our children is the WORST thing we
could possibly do to them! For how could they possibly Give the Honor Due to one who thereby deserves no honor! And “if
you lied to me about that… what else are you lying about?”.. what do you think really sends the children down the road to their
own destruction! Don’t lie to your kids about ANYTHING! Not even santa, the tooth fairy or easter bunny. Tell them it’s all
evil, jewish BS.
Anyway, cannabis is what caused me to Seek The TRUTH! It’s just one aspect of the conspiracy that exposes the jewish lies
and leads to Life.
With a publication like this making it’s way around, I believe we’re nearing the end of the era of lies. Order the printed copies
everyone, they’re awesome for sharing. That’s how I first came across this site, a co-worker shared this issue, #115 with me
and the rest is history. Godspeed!

1. Sarah
February 14, 2015
My aunt has just officially cured herself of endstage lung cancer with Rick Simpsons oil and I myself gave it to my very sick
cat for about a month, now she’s feeling good and playing like a kitten again.
This is not BS. Everyone needs to watch Rick Simpsons’ documentary “Run From The Cure”. Google it and if you know
anyone who’s sick or in pain, share this issue of the Gazette and that documentary with them.
Cannabis is THE plant from God, period.
1. David Allender
February 15, 2015
Hi Sara, I believe it. I’m finding there are many, many similar testimonials online and in real life. We have cannabis
shops here in Chelan, Wenatchee and elsewhere all over WA state. I’ve met dozens of people at our local shops with
similar stories and have a few of my own as well. We’ve found that eating the processed oil of the plant (known as “Rick
Simpsons’ Oil) is extremely useful in treating a wide variety of problems from toothaches to dry skin and any sort of
pain.
And if he could talk, our dog Bear would tell you Cannabis saved his life. I watched about a dozen golfball sized tumors
he had reduce to BB sized bumps that are now slowly dissapearing after about a month of treatment with homemade
cookies. He actually started the process on his own by coming over and nibbling up a bud I had laying on the desk one
day. Animals aren’t stupid, they instinctively know what they need.
A sidenote; Like many cats and dogs, he always eats grass and throws up which led me to use the saying, “You can bet
your ass, Bear likes Grass”. Now that’s taken on another even more apropos meaning! Hemp and Cannabis are
definitely amazing gifts provided directly from the creator. These worthless jews who are wrongfully holding it back
from humanity suck.
It makes me sick to wonder how many pets, friends and relatives would have lived longer, more enjoyable and
productive lives if it weren’t for the existence of these worthless kikes and their psychotic racist agendas.
Update; About a year after I made this comment our dog Bear got cancer again but this time internally. Once again, the
vet said to put him on steroids and kiss him goodbye but once again we turned to the oil and once again it cured him!
We now know that he needed to stay on a management regimen of about a half drop per day to keep the cancer away.
It has now been 4 years since the first bout, Bear is going on 14 and is super healthy and active, it even cured his
arthritis and hip displacia! We think it saved Peggys’ life too and have used it for many other things. Too much to write
about here but I just want everyone to know that Rick Simpsons’ Oil is a miracle cure all that anyone can easily make
for themselves. Youtube “how to make Rick Simpsons Oil”.
1. Barry
February 15, 2015
Below are a few of the jews 613 commandments to aid in understanding their psychosis. They’re all straight out of
the bible (Torah);
Slavery is permissible, and fathers may sell their daughters (Ex 21:7; Lev. 25:44).
You may not contact a woman while she is in her monthly cycle (Lev. 15:19-24).
Homosexuals are to be put to death (Lev. 20:13)
You must put someone to death for working on the Sabbath (Exodus 35:2).
You cannot leave your homes to work on the Sabbath (Exodus 16:29).
You should keep a completely kosher diet (Lev. 11:10).
You should not allow anyone with physical blemishes to come before the altar of the LORD (Lev. 21:16-20).
You should never plant two types of crops in the same field (Lev. 19:19).
You should never wear garments that have two types of fabric (e.g., no cotton/polyester blends) (Deut 22:11).
You should publicly execute anyone who curses or blasphemes (Lev. 24:10-20).
You must burn to death those who sleep with their in-laws (Lev. 20:14).
You should put to death a rebellious child (Deut 21:18-22).
You must pay for (and marry) a virgin you seduced (Exodus 22:16).
You are commanded to burn apostate cities and kill all the inhabitants (Deut 13:15-17) the cherem – including
babies and women.
You must hang a blasphemer and an idolater (Deut 21:22).
In courts of law, you may not take evidence from a woman (Deut 24:17).
You must marry your brother’s wife when your brother dies childless (Deut 25:5).
If you take a female prisoner of war and seduce her, she will become a slave with certain rights, and if you later
dislike her, you can grant her freedom, but you cannot sell her to another slave owner (Deut. 21:11-15).
It’s psycho for sure. No God of mine came up with this crazy shite!!! That is, unless it’s a trick to drive jews insane
and make them suffer with endless red tape, hateful hearts and misery!
1. Indian Princess
February 15, 2015
This is such an excellent site, aside from the obvious trolls, everyone here is on the money. And FYI Barry, I’ve
had that same thought on many occasions. Much of the Bible is so racist, hateful and complex that it doesn’t

seem to be the work of any Good God.
I like what I read somewhere here about God/Truth being simple while satan/lies are complex. I think that says
it all. And when you couple the oddities of 666 from the bible (as exposed in #116 here) with the miracles of 19
from the quran, which itself is based on the bible as well, you can clearly see they were both written by a higher
intelligence. Who or whatever that may be, could easily have designed both with underlying agendas. Evil
agendas.
Hence I believe Abrahamic religions are quite likely, no, almost certainly, satanic. Look at the cube worship and
all seeing eye stuff in the graphics on issue #112 here. It’s too obvious. I honestly wouldn’t doubt it if jews,
christians and muslims alike are all under some sort of satanic spell. Normal people aren’t predisposed to doing
or going along with all the insane crap that’s going on in the world. They’ve all been deceived, the jews worst of
all maybe. Uhg. Let’s please make it stop.
1. David Allender
February 15, 2015
You said it Princess!!! And stop it we will, just hang in there. In the meantime, thanks for the kind words and
backing. I’m seeing your work at Unidigi and must say, I’m impressed. So again, thank you!
1. Andy Man
February 26, 2015
Hey David, I know you covered this briefly in one of the issues I read but people need to realize there’s
more than one God in the bible folks!!! Read the first 2 pages and see it for yourself. Then look around at
dozens of other areas where all kinds of proof resides regarding multiple Gods and Lords. One of my
favorites is in God saying not to worship OTHER Gods, then there’s others like “the G-d of the Israelites” .
The OT was a story being told of multiple “gods”, think about it!!! The jews’ Jehovah is one of the
“Baalim”, the many lower Gods than the one true creator. He’s likely a “re-creator” no higher than Zeus,
Ammon, Renpham, etc. And while we’re on the subject, please tell me with 100% factual certainty what
the name of the one true, original creator is!
1. David Allender
February 26, 2015
Well, firstly I would profess to say you’re right about the one and only, it ain’t jehovah!!! But that’s
who the Vatican is trying to pawn off as our god, the only problem is no good God would do all the
crazy racist, murderous crap to mankind that theirs has and is. Even just withholding Cannabis from
one group is an obvious jumping off point. It’s petty and small minded, not God minded!
Next we have to consider the fact that “they” removed 5410 incidents of the use of the
“tetragrammaton”, the 4 letter hebrew/aramaic word for YHWH from the OT. One must simply ask
why? Why wouldn’t they want us to know or use the name YHWH?
This is why YHWH is no longer mentioned anywhere in the bible but rather replaced with the generic
“LORD” or “God” and later in the Quran “Allah” which is identical to the bibles’ “Eloh” and simply
means a generic “god” again.
And another point worthy of mention is the majority of people who seem to be mentioning the
tetragrammaton are jewish controlled opposition groups and individuals associated with white
supremacy and other unsavory idealogies. It’s being done to discredit use of YHWHs’ name.
You’ll hear all kinds of propaganda on this subject because it’s an important one! For anyone looking
for assurance that YHWH is indeed the correct name, see my proof page at
http://www.DavidAllender.com/proof/ . There’s a short vid there about how God encrypted His holy
name YHWH in the Torah that really did it for me.
2. Donald
February 26, 2015
“HOLY SHIT”, THAT ACTUALLY MADE TONS OF SENSE TO ME!!! FYI; The vatican added nonexistent text to 1 John to dress up the trinity fallacy!
Here’s the actual KJV; of 5:7-8 from the original hebrew texts; For there are three that bear record in
heaven, the Spirit, and the water, and the blood: and these three agree in one. THERE IS NO
FATHER, WORD OR HOLY GHOST, JUST SPIRIT, WATER AND BLOOD.
They added the following words to 1 John 5:7 “the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost, and these
three are one” AND to 5:8 “And there are three that bear witness in earth”
All of that was made up out of thin air to support the BIG LIE, those words do not exist, at all, in the
original texts. They were fraudulently added by the catholic church and Martin Luther, the famous
Christian who fought to have the bible given to the people instead of being read for them by the
Church, knew this. This is why he didn’t support the trinity lie nor add the bogus texts in his 1522
German translation of the bible! ~ WORD!!!
1. David Allender
February 26, 2015

Nice! I didn’t know that about Martin Luther but in my Catholic RSV KJ there’s a footnote that
calls the new text “marginal gloss”! So, I knew it wasn’t right but that really cleaned things up. I’ll
be looking into that some more, debunking the trinity in such a simple, bulletproof manner would
be a very, very beautiful thing! Thanks Donald!
2. Captain Ron
March 8, 2015
This is why all the lower level jobs in corporations and govt don’t allow workers to use cannabis. It’s to stop the majority of us
from healing ourselves from Cancer and the many other immune deficient type diseases we’re getting from all the toxins in our
air, water, food and vaccines.
The kikes really are performing depopulation upon Gentiles and don’t want us to be able to use this amazing plant to cure
ourselves or take care of ailments without their bogus drugs and doctors.
Show me a jew Judge, Attorney, Doctor, CEO, Banker, Movie Star, Musician etc. that has to get piss tested to do their jobs. It’s
obviously part of the whole jew plan to sicken, kill and profit from the miseries of everyday people.
Pretty blatantly obvious if you think about it. Heck, even I’ve got to keep up my CDL which allows them to piss test me and the
other 3.5 million truck drivers randomly at any time.
I’ll tell you right now though, if I got cancer, I’d quit in a heart beat to take a month or two off to heal myself with some Rick
Simpsons’ oil, then go back to work. I’ve got a friend who did it back in 2004 and he’s still going strong, no relapse, nothing. He
looks and feels better than I’ve ever seen him.
Yes sir, no more knives, chemo or bogus drugs are getting into this old boy! Plus, it only costs about $300 bucks to buy enough
weed to make the 60 grams of oil needed to CURE ANY CANCER! Or better yet, grow it yourself for FREE!
Not too derned shabby eh? Everyone needs to get a friggen clue, fuck the kikes and their big pharma, don’t let these assholes beat
you, EVER.
2. David Allender
October 30, 2015
Comments are turned off or may not get posted because we no longer have time to waste on spammers, trolls and shills.
For in depth discussions on these subjects enjoy using our private, TROLL Free forum inside Unidigi.com
Or email us at “info – AT SIGN – unidigi.com”

